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Fukushima’s Shadow

Lincoln L. Davies*  
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ABSTRACT

The March 11, 2011 tragedy at the Fukushima Daiichi power station in Japan immediately etched its place in history as arguably the most noteworthy of the three nuclear energy disasters to date. This Article surveys the response to Fukushima both in Japan and worldwide. It observes that rather than stopping what many thought was a burgeoning “nuclear renaissance,” the global policy reaction post-Fukushima was more varied. Using the examples of Germany, the United States, and China, the Article examines the three general approaches to nuclear energy that nations have followed since Fukushima: abandonment, status quo, and expansion. The Article then uses these different responses to highlight core tensions in energy policy, namely, between markets and planning, between resilience and path dependence, and in values. The Article concludes by summarizing Fukushima’s likely impact on nuclear power going forward, noting the inherent complexity in energy and energy law and policy systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

"That place is finished. It's only fit for ghosts."¹ That is how one former resident of Japan’s Fukushima Prefecture now describes the area that, on March 11, 2011, suffered the triple devastation of a 9.0 earthquake, its ensuing tsunami, and, then, a triple meltdown of the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power station.² Indeed, the meltdown at Fukushima undeniably changed the place—so much so that, in an effort to assure the public of the government’s rehabilitation efforts, national politicians in Japan, including the Prime Minister, have taken to television, drinking water from the site and eating peaches grown in the region, to advertise the area’s safety.³


The fateful events of March 11 began simply enough. A massive earthquake in the middle of the Pacific Ocean unleashed an equally enormous tsunami that quickly reached Japan's coastline. The earthquake itself automatically disabled Fukushima Daiichi's reactors, just as they were designed to do. But when the tsunami's waves struck, they engulfed the facility's backup diesel generators, which had been located in the basement and on the ground floor. Then all havoc ensued. Unable to restore power to the facility—and thus to keep coolant water flowing—plant operators worked bravely but in vain to stop what quickly became unavoidable: a meltdown of three of the facility's reactors and a fire in Building 4, which housed spent fuel rods. Much in contrast to the disaster's beginnings, its aftermath was, and continues to be, vastly complex. Japan established exclusion zones around the facility, evacuated scores of residents, stopped producing electricity using nuclear technology nationwide (until only recently), and eventually began cleaning up the site, a process that is expected to take decades. As one worker put it at the time, "[i]f we're in hell now all we can do is to crawl up towards heaven."

Of course, the disaster unleashed on Fukushima—an area that before the devastation was described as "picture-postcard," "a placid landscape of fishing villages, rice paddies and dairy farms," "a place with the 'feel of Maine: organic farms, pine forests, coastal towns where the air is spiked with sea salt"—is not limited to Japan alone. In the weeks and months after the meltdowns, calls that the disaster would unalterably shift the way energy is produced on this planet were not uncommon. As 2011 began, many eyed nuclear power

4. See supra note 2.
7. See infra Part II.
as a key tool to mitigate climate change, with some saying its importance for this purpose would lead to a "nuclear renaissance."\(^{12}\) By March 11, however, all that changed. As the scope of destruction at Fukushima Daiichi became clear, many more said the tragedy would be the death knell for the nuclear industry.\(^{13}\)

This Article surveys the impact that the disaster in Japan has had on nuclear power and energy policy across the globe—Fukushima’s “shadow.” The core point is that while common sense might predict that a disaster as devastating as Fukushima would fundamentally alter the global energy landscape, in fact the opposite is true. Rather than halting the growth of nuclear power, the paths that nations have chosen diverge. Post-Fukushima, a few nations decided to abandon nuclear energy, but many others have stayed the course, and some are expanding their investments in this resource. Thus, from an energy policy perspective, the story of Fukushima’s aftermath is more complex and nuanced than might be expected.

As such, Fukushima’s aftermath also provides insight into global energy policy. Specifically, the disaster at Fukushima—and countries’ reactions to it—exposes three key tensions that undergird energy policy worldwide: those between markets and planning, between path dependence and resilience, and in energy values. These tensions in energy policy, in turn, highlight why energy decision making is so difficult. Energy systems form the basis of modern life, from economic security to industrial expansion. At the same time, modifying how energy is produced, transported, and used is a key target for constituents interested in protecting the basic ecological systems on which life relies. There are thus strong reasons for governments to intervene in how energy markets function, depending on what aims—or aims—they want to promote. Yet, the sheer massiveness of the energy system makes planning and change difficult. As a result, those

---


who want to foment change may try to seize on a disaster like Fukushima as a key opportunity, but the fact that even great disasters do not always yield hard turns in energy policy should not be surprising. The energy system is incredibly complex, and so too are the legal and policy systems that govern it, as often must be the case. When one system's complexity increases, the complexity of those around it typically must as well in order to interface.\textsuperscript{14} The variety in global responses to Fukushima is yet one more manifestation of this.

This Article proceeds in five parts. Part II describes the response in Japan to the Fukushima disaster since March 11, 2011. Focusing on the examples of Germany, the United States, and China, Part III summarizes three categories of global reaction that followed in nuclear policy: abandonment, status quo, and expansion. Part IV then uses the lens of Fukushima to briefly explore the three core tensions in energy policy. Part V concludes.

II. THE CLOUD: THE FUKUSHIMA DISASTER AND ITS AFTERMATH IN JAPAN

Time will tell, but odds are good that the triple meltdown at Fukushima Daiichi may eventually assume the place of the most significant nuclear energy disaster in history, eclipsing even Chernobyl. This is because, quite simply, the disaster is not yet over. "[T]he nightmare continues."\textsuperscript{15}

In the four years since the tsunami struck, the scope of the havoc that Fukushima's failure unleashed on Japan has not diminished. Rather, as more study is done, and as efforts to clean up the region continue, the full impact of the disaster has continued to be revealed. In many ways, then, the cleanup efforts are much like a slow-motion autopsy—the full scope of the disaster's effects are discovered only iteratively, over a long period of time.

Thankfully, scientists believe that the meltdowns will not have any lasting health effects for the populace at large, with no known "deaths or cases of radiation sickness from the nuclear accident,"\textsuperscript{16} even as 20,000 died from the tsunami itself.\textsuperscript{17} A 2013 UN report thus

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{14} E.g., JOSEPH A. TAINTER, THE COLLAPSE OF COMPLEX SOCIETIES 119 (1988).
  \item \textsuperscript{16} WORLD NUCLEAR ASS'N, supra note 2.
  \item \textsuperscript{17} Hirok Tabuchi, An Anniversary of 'Heartbreaking Grief' in Japan, N.Y. TIMES (Mar. 11, 2012), http://www.nytimes.com/2012/03/12/world/asia/a-year-later-
concluded, “[r]adiation exposure following the nuclear accident at Fukushima Daiichi did not cause any immediate health effects” and is “unlikely” to result in “any health effects in the future among the general public and the vast majority of workers.” Other experts agree. A “sweeping” $958 million public health survey being conducted by Fukushima Medical University determined that almost all evacuees from the disaster received very low radiation doses—maxing out at 25 millisieverts (mSv), “well below the 100-mSv exposure that has been linked to an increased risk of cancer.”

Likewise, the World Health Organization has observed that “no observable increases in cancer above natural variation in baseline rates are anticipated” from Fukushima.

That is the good news. The other side of the story is that Fukushima Daiichi’s detrimental effects are both far-reaching and severe. The meltdowns forced an estimated 150,000 people to evacuate their homes to avoid radiation, and today nearly 120,000 remain displaced because of the disaster. The government has


drawn a twenty-kilometer (12.4 mile) exclusion zone around the power station and continues to limit entry to areas farther outside that.\textsuperscript{22} Many of these evacuees “now subsist in prefab units” that are “more evocative of a third-world disaster zone than the world’s third largest economy.”\textsuperscript{23} The evacuation has both split families and caused measurable mental anguish for the displaced.\textsuperscript{24} According to one assessment, roughly 15 percent of evacuated adults “showed signs of extreme stress, five times the normal rate, and one in five showed signs of mental trauma—a rate similar to that of the first responders to the attacks of September 11, 2001 in the United States.”\textsuperscript{25} Meanwhile, evacuated children “showed stress levels about double the Japanese average,” a result perhaps hardly surprising given that nuclear refugees in Japan continue to receive regular thyroid examinations and health checks, and some have decided to wear dosimeters on a daily basis.\textsuperscript{26}

The disaster also has imposed significant economic impacts. The additional fuel costs that Japan now pays because it, until recently, shut down its entire nuclear fleet are estimated at $28.82 billion per year, while residential electricity prices have increased almost 20 percent and industrial rates 30 percent.\textsuperscript{27} The net effect is that in
fiscal year 2013, Japan depended on imported fossil fuels for 88 percent of its electricity production, as opposed to only 62 percent in the year before Fukushima. The cost of cleanup is even greater. The Japanese government has embarked on an ambitious effort to remediate radiation contamination in the areas outside the Daiichi plant—a task that neither “Herculean” nor “Sisyphean” adequately describes. Throughout the region, radiated leaves, straw, dirt, and other detritus now pile up in giant double-lined plastic bags as big as hot tubs waiting for collection and disposal. Altogether, decontamination is proceeding in 105 cities, towns, and villages and already has cost more than $15 billion, amassing 5.5 million bar-coded bags of radioactive waste totaling 157,420 tons. The government aims to have the 12,000 workers performing this task complete it by 2017 and has promised to store the waste outside Fukushima. So far, however, no such site has been located, and the interim plan is to put what is expected to be sixteen to twenty-two million bags of waste in a 6.2-square-mile specialized landfill—five times the size of Central Park—not far from the Daiichi plant.

Japan also faces expenses beyond the immediate costs of cleanup. Fishing off the coast of Fukushima Prefecture remains suspended, and other agricultural products from the region continue to be received skeptically, despite careful testing by the Japanese government. Localities that host nuclear power plants are

losing substantial tax revenue because almost none of these facilities are running.\(^{34}\) And the government has announced a $6.8 billion plan to build 440 seawalls—a so-called “Great Wall of Japan”—to protect nuclear facilities from vulnerabilities in the future. \(^{35}\) Decommissioning the Daiichi plant itself is supposed to cost $8.5 billion, though the Tokyo Electric Power Company (“TEPCO”) has said it will need another $8.7 billion over the next decade to cover “unanticipated” costs.\(^{36}\) What’s more, a recent audit estimated that TEPCO wasted more than a third of the $1.6 billion it spent on cleanup following the meltdowns.\(^{37}\)

On the Daiichi site, decontamination and decommissioning are expected to take thirty to forty years to complete.\(^{38}\) Nearly 7,000 workers storm the property each day to do the work,\(^{39}\) and their biggest battle is the continually growing stock of radiated water. Because Daiichi sits next to the ocean, rain and groundwater flowing downhill to the sea constantly flood the damaged reactor buildings, producing 300 tons—or 80,000 gallons—of radiated water each day.\(^{40}\) To deal with this wastewater, TEPCO is “endlessly” building giant storage tanks—one every two-and-a-half days—to contain the contamination.\(^{41}\) This expansive farm of tanks, some of which have

---


\(^{36}\) Makinen, supra note 32.


\(^{38}\) See Cunningham, supra note 35 (indicating that it could take up to forty years to complete the work).

\(^{39}\) Makinen, supra note 32.


\(^{41}\) Beech, supra note 1; Nagata, supra note 15.
leaked, now numbers over 1,300, with more than 800,000 tons of water inside.\textsuperscript{42} Moreover, the techniques being used to address problems on the site is the stuff of science fiction. To slow the buildup of contaminated water, TEPCO plans to surround the reactor buildings with a one-and-a-half-kilometer-long frozen wall of soil, which itself will have a barrier of forty-one wells, or "subdrain pits," to siphon off incoming groundwater.\textsuperscript{43} And while it has been able to remove fuel rods from one of the four damaged reactor buildings on site,\textsuperscript{44} TEPCO also plans to use a shape-changing robot to help see inside the other three.\textsuperscript{45} Edwin Lyman, a nuclear expert with the Union of Concerned Scientists, thus deadpanned that the decommissioning process "has been a lot more complex than anyone imagined."\textsuperscript{46}

Indeed, the cloud of Fukushima's effects spread widely through Japan. Before March 11, nuclear power comprised roughly one-third of the nation's electricity production. Today, all of the country's reactors but two remain offline, as many undergo upgrades to comply with stricter safety standards and others are decommissioned.\textsuperscript{47} The effect on the nation's energy system is deep. Japan has begun burning

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item[42.] Path to Restoration: Contaminated Water Plagues Fukushima Decommissioning, JAPAN NEWS, Mar. 7, 2015; see also Makinen, supra note 32; Nagata, supra note 15.
\item[43.] Nagata, supra note 15; see also Fukushima Operator Struggles to Build Ice Wall to Contain Radioactive Water, GUARDIAN (June 17, 2014), http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2014/jun/17/fukushima-ice-wall-radioactive-water [http://perma.cc/6QCR-KRLA] (archived Sept. 6, 2015) (detailing the complicated process that is building a frozen wall of soil); Cunningham, supra note 35 ("TEPCO plans on building an intricate array of coolant pipes underneath the reactors, freezing the soil into a hardened ice wall that will block the flow of water."). The subdrain pits are expected to halve the volume of water entering the buildings, to 150 tons per day. Yomiuri Shimbun, Release of Treated Water into Sea a Step Toward Fukushima Decommissioning, JAPAN TIMES (Aug. 13, 2015, 7:28 PM), http://the-japan-news.com/news/article/0002353495.
\item[46.] Makinen, supra note 39.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
record amounts of coal to make up for the gap left by the loss of nuclear power, increasing electricity production from this source by 6 percent.\textsuperscript{48} Greenhouse gas emissions likewise are up 1.6 percent.\textsuperscript{49} Nonetheless, the nation has also made substantial energy gains, with LEDs comprising 30 percent of all light bulbs sold since 2012 and a new goal in place to make all new public buildings and homes net-zero energy by 2030.\textsuperscript{50}

Meanwhile, nuclear energy policy in Japan continues to yo-yo. The year before the disaster, the government had announced it would build fourteen new reactors, increasing the resource’s share of electricity production from 30 to 50 percent by 2030.\textsuperscript{51} After the meltdowns, then-Prime Minister Naoto Kan declared that Japan would abandon nuclear power, only to later clarify that his statement was a personal preference and not an official position.\textsuperscript{52}


\textsuperscript{50} Nuclear Shutdown Sparks Energy Efficiency Gains, GREENWIRE, Feb. 26, 2015.


Subsequently, Kan’s successor, Yoshihiko Noda, announced a compromise path: Japan would not build new facilities but would continue to use existing nuclear plants. Since, the new government of Prime Minister Shinzo Abe has said that nuclear power will need to make up about 20 percent of electricity production long-term, and steps are being taken to restart some of the nation’s nearly fifty idled reactors. All this has taken place against a broader social backdrop that, just after the disasters, showed as many as 74 percent of Japanese citizens supporting a nuclear phaseout and 84 percent opposing the construction of new plants. Even officials engaged in nuclear power production agree that Fukushima has changed the energy landscape. “We have to honestly and deeply reflect on the accident,” TEPCO’s managing executive officer, Takafumi Anegawa, has said. Akira Ono, Fukushima Daiichi's plant superintendent, concurs: “Because of the accident, nuclear energy is an issue that should be discussed again in our country.”

III. THE SHADOW: GLOBAL REACTIONS TO FUKUSHIMA

One would expect that the reverberations of any disaster as cataclysmic as Fukushima would be far-reaching. Particularly for an


56. Beech, supra note 1.

57. Id.
industry like nuclear power, which long has been situated in an uneasy place, common sense might predict that the triple meltdown at Fukushima would put the brakes on nuclear power. Thus, it came as no surprise that, in the disaster’s immediate aftermath, many commentators fervently declared Fukushima Daiichi a “death knell” for the nuclear industry.

There was something to these predictions. Public approval of nuclear power certainly declined worldwide after the disaster. For instance, a BBC-commissioned survey conducted in November 2011 of nearly 25,000 people in twenty-three countries found public opinion increasingly skeptical about nuclear energy: only 39 percent agreed that their country should continue using existing reactors (without building new ones), and 30 percent wanted to shut everything down immediately. Likewise, an April 2011 Reuters survey revealed that 62 percent of respondents in twenty-four countries opposed nuclear power, and that more than a quarter of those individuals had changed their previously held attitudes as a result of Fukushima.

Fukushima’s shadow, moreover, was not limited to public opinion. The disaster also impacted nuclear plant operations. Following the Fukushima Daiichi meltdowns, worldwide production of nuclear power declined significantly, as some plants closed

60. BBC 2011, supra note 55. In particular, from 2005 to 2011, the proportion of people opposed to building new nuclear power reactors increased from 73 to 90 percent in Germany, 66 to 83 percent in France, 61 to 83 percent in Russia, and 76 to 84 percent in Japan. Id. Only the United States and the United Kingdom bucked this trend, with support remaining unchanged at 40 percent in the United States, and rising from 33 to 37 percent in the United Kingdom. Id.
permanently, and numerous others suspended operations or construction. Prior to the accident, 442 nuclear reactors in thirty countries produced 14 percent of the world’s electricity, whereas in 2012, 427 reactors worldwide produced only 11 percent of electricity globally. By 2013, 434 reactors in thirty countries produced 10.8 percent of electricity.

While the initial response to Fukushima was very much what common sense might have predicted, the disaster’s longer-term implications have proven to be more nuanced. Fukushima Daiichi may have shocked the global nuclear industry initially, but just four years out, Fukushima seems to have left only a modest, if lasting, mark on the global energy landscape. The nuclear industry has weathered the storm and, today, appears quite stable in some countries and growing in others. Indeed, as of April 2015, thirty countries worldwide are operating 438 nuclear reactors—only four fewer than were in operation before Fukushima. Further, while some countries, like Germany, have moved sharply away from nuclear energy post-Fukushima, the heavy media attention those countries have received obscures the fuller picture.

Nations’ reactions to the Fukushima disaster are not monolithic, but rather, diverse. In broad strokes, they can be grouped into three categories: countries that (1) abdicated nuclear energy, or are now moving swiftly away from it; (2) roughly kept their status quo; and (3) are expanding their use of nuclear energy despite Fukushima. That the nuclear narrative post-Fukushima is following these three paths—rather than a singular one away from nuclear use—underscores that while disasters can have important, lasting effects, the shape and scope of those effects, including how they manifest in


63. See infra sections A–C.

64. Ivana Kottasova, Interactive: How Fukushima changed world’s attitudes to nuclear power, CNN (Mar. 12, 2014), http://edition.cnn.com/2014/03/12/business/nuclear-power-after-fukushima/#index. [http://perma.cc/4RWR-XWJG] (archived Sept. 27, 2015). This drop was a result of the retirement of fifteen reactors from service, including eight in Germany and four in Japan as a result of Fukushima, and two in the United Kingdom and one in Canada, which had reached the end of their operational lifetimes. The idling of all forty-eight of Japan’s operational reactors is not accounted for in this number. Energy Statistics, supra note 62.


67. See infra Parts III.B–C.

law and policy, are often much more country-specific and varied than might be anticipated.

In fact, looking beneath the surface, different countries’ reactions to Fukushima Daiichi may comport well with what a careful contextual analysis might have predicted. Generally, countries that chose to abdicate nuclear energy post-Fukushima already harbored deep-seated opposition to it before the disaster. On the other hand, those that kept the status quo, such as the United States, France, and the United Kingdom, rely quite heavily on the resource and have not been as politically conflicted about its use historically. Accordingly, they did not change their overall nuclear promotion policies but instead conducted safety and stress tests, and some safety upgrades, while otherwise essentially continuing operations as before. Finally, a number of countries, including China, India, Russia, and South Korea, which are growing rapidly or are heavily reliant on energy imports, have expanded their use of nuclear power despite the Fukushima disaster. Indeed, these countries have specifically noted the need to meet rising electricity demands, limit foreign and fossil fuel reliance, reduce pollution, and ensure a stable, affordable energy supply. Thus, although the general response post-Fukushima was for countries to perform safety checks, the similarity among countries’ responses largely ends there.


71. See infra Part III.C.

72. See infra Part III.C.

The remainder of this Part explores the three key reactions that nations had to the Fukushima disaster in their nuclear policies: abandonment of nuclear energy; continued use with safety checks and other prophylactic measures, that is, effectively the status quo; and expansion of nuclear power. To highlight these three responses, the Part focuses on one exemplar country from each category: Germany for abandonment, the United States for the status quo, and China for expansion.

A. Abandonment

Fukushima pushed some countries to abandon nuclear power entirely, or to forego plans to use the technology. The countries that fit this category should not be surprising. Most already harbored deep-seated opposition to nuclear energy, with sizeable anti-nuclear lobbies,\(^\text{74}\) or low public opinion of the technology, which plummeted further following the disaster.\(^\text{75}\) Fukushima, then, became a talisman: for some countries, a convenient symbol to call for change; for others, a warning signal not to proceed. Consequently, three nuclear-producing countries—Germany, Switzerland, and Belgium—backed out of their nuclear programs entirely,\(^\text{76}\) and others that had been considering building plants—including Italy, Bahrain, Kuwait, and Oman—abandoned their investigations.\(^\text{77}\) Perhaps most notably, however, while these countries’ choices received substantial attention, especially in the press,\(^\text{78}\) the number of nations that chose this path is not particularly large.

---

\(^{74}\) Hayashi & Hughes, supra note 69.

\(^{75}\) For further discussion of public opinion pre- and post-disaster, see infra notes 93–99 and accompanying text.

\(^{76}\) For specific discussion of all three countries’ decisions, see infra notes 93–99 and accompanying text.


Of these countries, Germany’s announcement that it would abandon nuclear power by 2022 perhaps received the most attention. In the wake of Fukushima, Germany’s already deep public opposition to nuclear power grew even stronger, and the government wasted no time in responding. Immediately after the tsunami, Germany’s federal parliament, joined by state governments (Länder), requested a safety review of the nuclear power plants in Germany. Germany’s Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation and Nuclear Safety heeded that call, asking the Reactor Safety Commission (RSK) to perform a “comprehensive safety review for preparing a political and regulatory decision.”

The RSK carried out its safety review in two months, beginning March 15, 2011. Its emphasis was on the possibility of Fukushima-related natural hazards at German reactors, though it also examined other risks, such as aircraft crashes, as its aim was to assess all hazards beyond those previously considered. Ultimately, RSK concluded that German plants featured more safeguards than those at Fukushima Daiichi.


82. EU STRESSTEST, supra note 81, at 5–6.

83. The German nuclear power plant operators also carried out their own assessments immediately after the accident. Their initial studies found no indication of any deficiencies in design, although they identified potential further safeguard improvements. Id. at 6.

84. Developments in Germany Following the nuclear disaster in Japan, FEDERAL MINISTRY FOR THE ENVIRONMENT, NATURE CONSERVATION, BUILDING AND NUCLEAR SAFETY (last updated Oct. 3, 2014), [hereinafter Germany Developments],
During this review, Germany appointed the “Ethics Commission for a Safe Energy Supply” to find public consensus on future energy supply. 85 The Commission concluded that, although the risks associated with nuclear energy had not changed, the way these risks are perceived had because of Fukushima. 86 As a result, the Commission called for decreasing the country’s reliance on nuclear energy and for abandoning its use within a decade. 87

Germany then quickly did an about-face on nuclear energy. After having safely used the technology for over fifty years, 88 and having decided only the year prior to extend the lives of all seventeen of the country’s nuclear power facilities, 89 the government announced that it would abandon the resource by 2022. 90 German Chancellor Angela Merkel delivered the message: “We learned from Fukushima that we have to deal differently with risks,” and “[w]e believe we as a country can be a trailblazer for a new age of renewable energy sources.” 91


86. Germany Developments, supra note 84.


90. GERMANY 2014 REPORT, supra note 87, at 16.

91. Evans, supra note 78.
This announcement was not a standalone policy decision. Rather, Merkel's disavowal of nuclear power came as part of a broader pronouncement of a new German energy policy for the twenty-first century—its Energiewende, or “energy turnaround.” The Energiewende was a declaration of energy revolution in Germany. In addition to announcing the plan to permanently close all of Germany's nuclear plants by 2022, the Energiewende policy aims to reduce CO₂ emissions by 40 percent and to double Germany's electricity production from renewables to 35 percent.

To accomplish the Energiewende’s objectives for nuclear power, the government thus quickly amended its Atomic Energy Act, setting in motion plans to permanently shut down Germany's eight oldest reactors in August 2011. The amendments also approved plans to phase out Germany's other nine reactors by 2022. Though Germany might have been inclined in this direction anyway, the government seized on Fukushima as an impetus for change. As Jürgen Becker, Germany's deputy environment minister at the time, said, “Japan has shown that even if there is a miniscule occurrence, the residual risk is too high to justify the continuation of...
nuclear power.” Chancellor Merkel put it even more starkly, emphasizing that “the country must ‘not let go the chance’ to end its dependence on nuclear power.”

Like Germany, a number of other countries abandoned or decided to forego the use of nuclear energy post-Fukushima. Switzerland, which has five nuclear reactors producing 40 percent of the country’s electricity, decided to abandon the technology by 2034. Unlike Germany, however, Switzerland had planned, prior to Fukushima, to replace its aging reactors and in fact had three construction applications under consideration. In some ways, then, Switzerland’s reversal of nuclear policy post-Fukushima was even sharper than Germany’s. The people of Italy also turned down a government plan to construct new plants after Fukushima, a decision that came as part of a referendum to reject a proposal to relaunch nuclear power after it had been banned in 1987. Finally, Belgium, which had already decided in 2003 to abandon its nuclear plants beginning in 2015 and ending in 2025, confirmed its closure policy in the wake of Fukushima.


98. Dempsey & Ewing, supra note 85; see also Hendrick Statement, supra note 97 (“[T]he events in Fukushima once again reminded us of the risks associated with the use of nuclear energy, and that the so-called residual risk is real and not just a theoretical risk. The sad and terrifying events in Fukushima have made it clear that the quickest possible phase-out of nuclear energy and consistent advancement of our energy system transformation are the way forward.”) (statement of Federal Environment Minister Barbara Hendricks in 2014).

99. Koo et al., supra note 54, at 68.

100. Michael Siegrist, et. al, Why have some people changed their attitudes toward nuclear power after the accident in Fukushima, 69 ENERGY POL’Y 356, 358 (2014).

101. See id.; Kanter, supra note 78.

102. Hayashi & Hughes, supra note 69, at 106.


Altogether, then, these four countries—along with four others that announced decisions post-Fukushima not to pursue prior plans to introduce nuclear energy to their borders—established one of the three key paths nations have followed in altering their energy policies in the wake of this disaster. Notably, however, this path is a decided minority position. By far, more countries are either maintaining or expanding their nuclear programs.

B. Status Quo

In contrast to nations that backed away from nuclear power, many others chose to continue to rely heavily on the technology post-Fukushima, even as they took measures to ensure that the events in Japan would not be repeated in their jurisdictions.

Specifically, the United States, France, Sweden, and the Czech Republic all have maintained their existing policies of promoting nuclear power. In doing so, they cited a bevy of reasons, including the importance of nuclear power to overall electricity supplies, the need to address climate change, keeping prices down, and fostering domestic industry. As former French President Nicolas Sarkozy said shortly after the disaster, "[t]here is no alternative to nuclear energy today," and a moratorium on new nuclear plants is a "choice of the past, of the Middle Ages."

Likewise, other countries, though not as strident in their defense of nuclear power, nevertheless have effectively stayed the course since Fukushima. These jurisdictions, including Bulgaria, Canada, Finland, and the Netherlands, all indicated that they would reexamine their use of nuclear power in Fukushima's wake but have not made any significant changes since. Rather, across the board, the countries in this status quo category have been careful to bolster

---

105. See Ahmad & Ramana, supra note 77 (Bahrain, Kuwait, and Oman abandoned plans to introduce nuclear energy after the Fukushima accident).
106. Yuhji Matsuo et al., A global energy outlook to 2035 with strategic considerations for Asia and Middle East energy supply and demand interdependencies, ENERGY STRATEGY REVIEWS 79, 87 (2013).
safety measures, but otherwise have not significantly altered their policies on nuclear energy.\footnote{110}

The United States is a leading example. The United States generates nearly one-third of the world's nuclear power, with ninety-nine reactors producing roughly one-fifth the nation's electricity.\footnote{111} Today, five more reactors are under construction,\footnote{112} and public support for the technology is on the rise. Although public support for nuclear power dipped by twenty-one percentage points in the United States following Fukushima,\footnote{113} by March 2012, nuclear energy's approval rating was on the rebound—up four points and essentially identical to the rating measured just before the accident in early March 2011.\footnote{114} Indeed, today, at least one poll shows support for nuclear energy in the United States at 63 percent, or one point higher than in 2010.\footnote{115}

Given the nation's heavy reliance on nuclear energy, and the relatively high approval rating for it in the United States, it is perhaps unsurprising that the U.S. policy reaction to Fukushima was basically incremental. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) ordered safety reviews of the country's then-104 reactors,\footnote{116} delayed...
discussion of plans to restart reactors at one site,\textsuperscript{117} and, eventually, adopted additional safety requirements nationwide in an effort to avoid a Fukushima-like event.\textsuperscript{118}

Some of these changes came quickly. In March 2011, while the Fukushima disaster was still unfolding, the NRC ordered nuclear operators to install enhanced equipment for monitoring water levels in spent fuel pools, obtain additional emergency equipment, and improve or install emergency venting systems to relieve pressure in the event of a serious accident in facilities with a design similar to the Fukushima facility.\textsuperscript{119}

The next month, the NRC ordered plant inspectors to assess facilities' readiness to implement more aggressive management guidelines for severe accidents.\textsuperscript{120} These inspections took a particularly hard look at procedures to compensate for conditions like those that occurred at Fukushima, including extensive onsite damage, loss of power, seismic and flooding issues, and procedures for dealing with damaged reactors.\textsuperscript{121}

As part of its longer-term strategy, the NRC also established a task force to review the Fukushima disaster and determine what lessons U.S. reactors could learn from it.\textsuperscript{122} The task force engaged in a wide-ranging, systematic, and methodological review of the NRC's regulations and procedures in order to make policy recommendations for the NRC in light of the Fukushima accident.\textsuperscript{123} The task force then issued recommendations on how to enhance reactor safety\textsuperscript{124} and mitigate risks from accidents resulting from natural phenomena.\textsuperscript{125}
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The task force published its recommendations in July 2011, concluding that the NRC's existing "regulatory approach has served the Commission and the public well," and that a sequence of events like the Fukushima accident is unlikely to occur in the United States. The task force thus determined that continued operation of nuclear reactors in the United States does not "pose an imminent risk to public health and safety." The task force did, however, issue a number of recommendations for clarifying the NRC's regulatory framework and for better ensuring safety onsite at reactors. These included evaluations and upgrades of earthquake-, flooding-, and fire-related design features; updates to facility emergency plans; and stronger regulatory oversight of safety performance. The NRC adopted these recommendations in November 2011.

Of course, the United States' experience post-Fukushima is emblematic of countries in this category not because of its use of a task force or the specific safety measures, but rather, because of the general arc the nation's policy reaction. Much like the United States, other countries that have basically maintained the status quo post-Fukushima examined safety measures, implemented incremental changes specifically responding to the type of conditions present at Fukushima Daiichi, and saw a rebound in public support for this technology—all without measurably shifting course in their reliance on nuclear power.

Thus, France, which leads the world in the share of electricity produced by nuclear energy, generating 74 percent of its electricity from fifty-eight nuclear reactors, performed safety checks of all operating reactors, but also reaffirmed its commitment to nuclear power after Fukushima, going so far as to dedicate additional funds
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to its development. Similarly, the United Kingdom performed extensive safety checks but basically saw public sentiment for reactors remain steady after Fukushima, with 38 percent of those polled believing the benefits of nuclear outweighed the risks in 2010, and 41 percent believing the same in 2011. In fact, since Fukushima, the United Kingdom gave the go-ahead for work to begin on its first new nuclear reactor in 20 years. Altogether, then, the majority of countries have responded to Fukushima not by making a sharp change in direction, but rather, by making minor reactor and regulatory upgrades while effectively maintaining their existing policy favoring the technology.

C. Expansion

A third category of countries has expanded, or is considering expanding, their use of nuclear power technology since the Fukushima disaster. Most notably, these include China, India, Russia, and South Korea, each of which has also maintained relatively positive attitudes toward the technology. Indeed, one study of Fukushima’s impact on global attitudes about nuclear energy found that China had the highest level of acceptance before the accident at 83 percent, followed by Bulgaria, South Korea, Bangladesh, and Russia (at 68, 65, 64, and 63 percent, respectively). It should not be particularly surprising, then, that there is overlap in the lists of jurisdictions that heavily favored nuclear power pre-disaster and those that have chosen to expand their use of the technology after the meltdowns.

Of course, these countries were not unaffected by Fukushima. The accident caused some nations to pause, others to slow down, and many to reconsider their plans. China temporarily suspended approval of nuclear projects, including those under development after
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Fukushima, in order to undertake safety reviews. Similarly, India temporarily postponed approval of four projects after the accident and conducted safety reviews of its existing plants under construction and in operation. It also announced that it would set up a Nuclear Safety Regulatory Authority. Russia commissioned a review of its future nuclear power sector after Fukushima, and Vietnam declared its intention to use the lessons learned from the accident in building its nuclear power program.

Nevertheless, many of these countries have added new reactors since the Fukushima disaster, including China, Kazakhstan, South Korea, Pakistan, and Russia. Others are maintaining plans to build up their programs, such as in Malaysia and Indonesia, the United Arab Emirates, and Brazil. In fact, as of July 2015, sixty-seven reactors were under construction globally, with twenty-four in China, six in India, nine in Russia, three in the United Arab Emirates, one in Brazil, and four in South Korea. In other words, nearly two-thirds of the reactors under construction are located in China, India, and Russia, with one-third in China alone—arguably making it the most prominent exemplar of countries in this category of expanding nuclear use post-Fukushima.

Indeed, China has the most ambitious nuclear power plan in the world and, as of 2013, had already overtaken Germany to become
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the world's fifth largest nuclear energy producer.\textsuperscript{153} The Fukushima disaster transpired in the midst of a revolution in China's energy system: in 2011, China became the world's largest energy consumer,\textsuperscript{154} accounting for 17 percent of world demand for energy, with consumption only expected to continue rising to 22 percent of world demand by 2035.\textsuperscript{155} At the same time, the Chinese government is also attempting to dramatically reduce air pollution, cut reliance on fossil fuels, prevent power shortages,\textsuperscript{156} and reduce reliance on imported energy sources.\textsuperscript{157} Add to this the nation's pledge to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 45 percent by 2020,\textsuperscript{158} and it is immediately clear that China's energy system is truly one in flux.\textsuperscript{159}

China's reaction to Fukushima reflected the broader context of the nation's energy landscape. Immediately after the disaster, on March 16, 2011, China announced that it would temporarily suspend its nuclear plant approval process while it conducted comprehensive safety checks of all nuclear projects, drafted a new nuclear safety plan, and adjusted the medium- and long-term nuclear development plan.\textsuperscript{160} An inspection group composed of the National Energy Administration (NEA), the National Nuclear Safety Administration, and the China Earthquake Administration completed this process for operating plants in three months, and for facilities under construction by October 2011.\textsuperscript{161} The inspection results found that while China's
plants met domestic and International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) safety standards, some facilities lacked necessary accident prevention and mitigation plans.\(^\text{162}\) As a result, the State Council approved in principle a new nuclear safety plan that required appropriate safety improvements at all civilian nuclear facilities by 2015, thereby affirming that China would continue to put safety and quality first and would fully incorporate the IAEA safety standards into its own safety standards.\(^\text{163}\) In an attempt to improve the transparency of nuclear regulation, the government then formally solicited public comments on this nuclear safety plan.\(^\text{164}\) Soon after, to further enhance nuclear safety at Chinese plants, the NEA promulgated technical specifications to be used in general renovations of plants under operation and construction, which were issued in June 2012 in the “General Technical Specifications for Nuclear Power Plant Renovation After the Fukushima Accident (For Trial Implementation).”\(^\text{165}\)

Despite these new specifications, China’s nuclear program did not resume until October 2012, when China’s State Council debriefed reports on the safety inspections, officially approved the “Twelfth Five Year Plan and 2020 Vision for Nuclear Safety and Radioactive Pollution Prevention, 2011-2020 Planning for Nuclear Power Safety, and the amended the 2011-2020 Mid-long Term Development Planning for Nuclear Power.”\(^\text{166}\) These plans called for improved safety standards for nuclear expansion, including construction at a controlled pace, limited approval of nuclear projects in coastal regions to those that pass safety and environmental reviews, and no approval of any projects in inland provinces from 2011–2015.\(^\text{167}\) As a result, inland projects at three locations—Taohuajiang, Xianning, and Pengze—that had been expected to start construction before 2015 were rescheduled.\(^\text{168}\) Moreover, since approvals recommenced, China
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has only approved three new reactors as of April 2015, confirming their controlled pace and limited approval of projects. However, China continues to push forward, completing reactors that had already been approved before Fukushima.

Ultimately, then, besides moderating its pace for approving new reactors, China's overall plans have not changed significantly since Fukushima. Prior to the accident, China's aim was to add 70–80 gigawatts (GWe) of nuclear power by 2020; however, in October 2012, that plan was modified to 60 GWe by 2020. Then, in 2014, the NEA announced it was “aiming for world leadership in nuclear technology, with detailed plans to come in April 2015.” Before the accident, China was operating thirteen nuclear reactors, with thirty under construction. As of October 2015, China had twenty-eight nuclear power reactors in operation and twenty-four under construction, with plans to increase that number significantly by 2020.

China's experience post-Fukushima is emblematic of the approach that other countries in this category have followed. India, like China, temporarily postponed its approval process to undertake safety reviews of its existing plants. However, it resumed approvals in June 2012 and has since begun construction on seven reactors. Similarly, Russia reviewed the safety of its nuclear plants after the accident, but maintains its intent to double its current nuclear capacity by 2020. Saudi Arabia also reiterated its commitment to the acquisition and expansion of nuclear power after the accident, and put forward a plan to build sixteen new nuclear
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reactors by 2030. Other countries have expressed their interest in building nuclear power plants despite Fukushima and intend to do so despite public opposition. Malaysia and Indonesia, for instance, have indicated that they will proceed with their plans to build out nuclear power facilities in their jurisdictions, and the United Arab Emirates dismissed concerns about the safety of nuclear power plants and broke ground for the initial work at a proposed nuclear site in Braka. Thus, when the approach of these jurisdictions is considered together with that of those who have chosen to maintain their existing plants, it becomes quite clear: Fukushima may have cast a shadow, clouding the future of nuclear power in some nations, but in many others, the technology forging ahead nonetheless.

IV. SOME LIGHT: FUKUSHIMA AS A LENS INTO GLOBAL ENERGY POLICY

One might think that the shadow of Fukushima would transform the nuclear industry, and energy policy with it. Instead, as the diverse approaches nations have chosen shows, while Fukushima's impact has been global, it appears not to have inalterably reshaped the nuclear industry, much less nuclear energy policy. The standard response in the short term was to pause, assess, and implement additional safety measures; one would expect nothing less. But in the long term, most countries have been largely unmoved, continuing to pursue policies of nuclear utilization or expansion. Only a few nations, such as Germany, Italy, and Switzerland, turned hard against nuclear power, and even for that group, one might say they were predisposed to do so. Fukushima's shadow, then, while certainly broad, appears to be just that—a penumbra, definitely felt but only moderately influential and perhaps only in passing.

Nevertheless, countries' varying responses to Fukushima offer important insight into the global energy system and the policies that support it. If a tragedy of the scope and amplitude of Fukushima cannot fundamentally alter the way the world approaches energy, that says much about how countries address energy decision making. Indeed, that nations varied so widely in their responses to Fukushima itself exposes the very complexity of the energy system, as well as the energy law and policy systems that govern it.
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Complexity theory,\textsuperscript{186} and particularly the idea of panarchy,\textsuperscript{187} would suggest that nations would follow no single path in the wake of a disaster like Fukushima, precisely because so many values and interests are at stake. That, of course, is exactly what happened. Different nations took different paths, based on their own predilections, unique cultures, and assessments of energy tradeoffs.

Fukushima, however, is useful not just for spotlighting the complexity of the energy, and energy law and policy, systems. Even more concretely, the complexity of nations' responses to Fukushima exposes three core tensions within energy policy worldwide. Specifically, in designing their energy policies, countries are inevitably forced to choose between markets and planning. Many countries favor allowing markets to dictate the pace and type of their energy development, with the idea that free markets reach more economically efficient outcomes. But to the extent a country favors any particular direction for its energy system, it inevitably will want to use policy to shape how those markets function. This recognition that markets may not achieve desired energy policies leads to two other difficulties. Energy systems are massive, so they quickly become path dependent, in part because they demand such heavy capital investment. Thus, when government objectives change, or technologies advance, quickly changing the shape of a nation's energy system can be difficult. Likewise, because energy is so fundamental to how modern nations function, energy policies inevitably promote


\textsuperscript{187} As J.B. Ruhl has put it:
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multiple, often conflicting values. These might include industrialization, economic growth, social support, equity, and environmental protection. How any given policy works out—or fails to work out—the tension in these values can heavily influence the composition of the nation’s energy system.

The reactions countries had to the Fukushima disaster highlight each of these tensions in global energy policy. Each policy tension, moreover, deserves far more extensive treatment in its own right than can be provided here. Nonetheless, to help begin that work, the remainder of this Article briefly explores these tensions through the lens of Fukushima. It then briefly examines the implications of the tensions in the nuclear energy context.

A. Markets vs. Planning

A fundamental tension in energy policy is whether government allows energy outcomes to be determined by markets or dictates those outcomes via directives and planning. This tension is pervasive. In the United States, for instance, a market approach has long applied to oil sales, but that was not always the case. The story of U.S. natural gas likewise is dominated by the twists and turns needed to reach, and to react to, wellhead deregulation. And U.S. electricity policy remains riven by this tension, with markets dominating wholesale sales but states divided messily between those pursuing retail choice and those not. Law and policy thus grapple ceaselessly with how to shape markets, and how to ensure they perform properly.
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Nuclear power exhibits the same tension, some would say in spades. The resource would not have been available for civilian purposes but for massive U.S. government research and development funding, followed by policies aimed at promoting it, including limited liability provisions such as the Price-Anderson Act. Still, when the industry backed off the rapid expansion of its early years, it assigned much blame to unpredictable, iterative government safety regulation, which drove up costs. Thus, as in other areas of energy policy, the push-pull tension of markets and central planning emerged in nuclear energy just as it pervaded other energy sectors.

Fukushima, without question, highlighted the tension. Countries like China and India that chose to continue promoting nuclear power serve as reminders that, whether it is in the name of energy security or supply abundance or something else, governments often pick winners. At the same time, nations like Germany that announced their abdication of atomic power in the name of safety and environmental protection likewise showed that governments are not hesitant to put a policy thumb on the market scale—if in a much different direction than China or India—when it comes to energy. Indeed, in bidding farewell to nuclear power, the German Energiewende and its dominant tool of the Erneuerbare-Energien-Gesetz (EEG, or Renewable Energy Sources Act) use a kind of market-based regulation to encourage incumbent companies and especially new entrants to produce electricity from the government’s new winner of renewable resources.

Such decisions also demonstrate the deep interconnectedness of our energy systems. Germany may turn to renewables to replace its nuclear power, but renewables bring their own demands, including substantial transmission upgrades, intensive legal and policy attention, and, perhaps, capacity markets. Thus, the tradeoff of one energy source for another cannot be described as simply choosing one kind of “cleaner” or “safer” technology over another. Rather, any movement in one direction necessarily compels other shifts and evolutions in the broader energy system. Even from an environmental perspective, and particularly with respect to climate effects, any
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decision to abandon nuclear power carries heavy consequences with it.201

Fukushima, then, shines a bright light on the hard questions that the markets-versus-planning tension raises. When should governments intervene in energy decision making? How should they intervene? How should governments assess energy tradeoffs? How should different kinds of risks be weighed? Under what conditions should governments be willing to regulate retroactively,202 especially since retroactivity can both undermine efficacy and increase compliance cost?203 In nuclear power as well as in energy generally, these dilemmas are not just prevalent, but deep.

B. Path Dependence vs. Resilience

Cataclysm for electrical engineers is the lights going off. Why? The very goal of the system is reliability—power as needed, when needed, all the time. The aim is not electricity’s alone. A persistent objective of energy policy is security: making sure enough supply is available whenever needed.204 Governments go to great lengths to achieve this aim, and those efforts in turn create a second important tension in energy policy also highlighted by Fukushima: limiting path dependence while also ensuring system resilience.

It is in vogue today to question whether disruptive innovation will foment an electric utility “death spiral.”205 This tension, of course, has long been a part of energy law and policy, dating back at least to the U.S. Supreme Court’s decision in Market Street Railway Co. v. Railroad Comm’n of California206 and persisting to this day.

One side of the tension is the risk of path dependence. Energy law and policy have often been criticized as preferencing large,
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incumbent, institutional actors. In the United States, for example, the electricity system has historically favored large centralized power plants that deliver electricity over three large grid systems, rather than more localized, “distributed generation” systems. This preference, in turn, has entrenched institutions related to coal, natural gas, and nuclear energy. Thus, the prevalence of these institutions makes transforming the energy system quite hard to do. This “dominant” energy paradigm then doubles down on itself because a capital investment as large as a nuclear reactor is hard to walk away from, particularly when the plan was to recoup the investment over several decades. Amory Lovins thus famously referred to the “hard path” of energy, and nuclear power was his prototypical example. Nuclear power, of course, is but one example. The problem is pervasive in energy systems generally, which historically have been very capital intensive. Thus, whether the objective is to reduce emissions that cause acid rain, to limit land consumption for renewables, or to move away from coal for climate change reasons, the fact remains that in energy, as in life, abandoning massive sunk costs is no easy task.

The other side of this tension is resilience. For many reasons, scholars increasingly look to the idea of resilience, rather than sustainability, to talk about the staying power of systems. Nuclear power, of course, has many sustainability benefits—most prominently, its limited greenhouse gas emissions as well as its much lighter impact on air quality than natural gas and especially coal. One might note that nuclear power provides our energy system with a remarkable amount of resilience as well. No other conventional energy source has produced so much electricity with such a record of safety. Further, the manner in which it produces electricity is noteworthy, as no new plants were built in the United States for decades, but the fleet substantially increased its production anyway through upgrades and operational optimization. If adaptability is a
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hallmark of resilience, this trend alone argues that nuclear power, despite the massive size of its plants and the immense capital costs the technology demands, is indeed adaptable when needed.

Again, nations' reactions to the Fukushima disaster make this tension apparent. On one hand, nations that chose to keep the status quo, like France and the United States, might be criticized as making that decision out of reluctance to abandon longstanding investments: that is, the effect of sunk costs, or path dependence. On the other hand, nations that chose to build more nuclear plants, like China, India, and South Korea, may serve as a testament to the technology's reliability and durability: even in the wake of a tragedy, they trust that if their energy systems need to adapt further, they can. Certainly, nations that have shifted their bet from atomic energy to renewables, like Germany, believe that Lovins' soft path is the more resilient one in the long term—more agile, nimble, and adaptable. But the fact that any nation's policy must make this call, and that every nation was faced with reevaluating this question post-Fukushima, only underscores its centrality in global energy policy.

C. Values vs. Values

It is of course true that laws often have multiple objectives—criminal law, for instance, aims to both punish and deter—but perhaps no field is as laden with as many values as is energy law and policy. This, then, is the third fundamental tension. Energy policies espouse many values, often many at once. Discerning which value is in question is difficult enough; measuring tradeoffs among competing values is far harder still.

Values in energy policy sometimes are plain. For example, Professor Tomain has identified several values of traditional U.S. energy policy: abundance of supply, reliability of supply, low price, and governance via competition and state-federal oversight. Increasingly, environmental protection (or at least mitigation of environmental harms) also is a value of energy policy—as are efficiency, equity, and, to some degree, democracy. Energy "independence" is often held out as a core value of U.S. energy policy,
FUKUSHIMA'S SHADOW

whatever "energy independence" means, if it means anything at all.

One problem, however, is that sometimes it is not clear which value a given energy law or policy seeks to promote. A renewable portfolio standard, for instance, would seem to be all about greening the electricity supply, but jurisdictions often cite the idea of job creation in support of these laws' passage. Another difficulty is that energy policy values can conflict. Part I of the Federal Power Act, which regulates hydroelectricity, specifically identifies recreation and ecological concerns as considerations in its licensing process, but its original core aim is obviously to augment power supplies. Finally, it is often difficult to quantify or measure the value that is being promoted in any given energy policy—and, sometimes, different values that a policy advances are not seen, or are ignored. Congress might pass a law that can help shore up reliability in the electricity grid, but the way the law ultimately is implemented preferences traditional values about who governs over other aims, perhaps in part because the value of reliability is invisible on a day-to-day basis.

As with the other tensions, Fukushima exposed the inherent clash of values in energy policy. In choosing whether to continue with nuclear energy production, different nations expressed different values in their energy policies. Arguably, Germany's choice was to preference risk reduction over everything (or to promote energy democracy through renewable resources), while the United States' was primarily to keep reactors safe and prices down, and China's can be chalked up to a desire to promote both energy access and economic expansion. In each of these cases, multiple values are or could be at play.

That is the point. In terms of its end product, nuclear power does the same thing all other generation sources do. It produces electricity. "Electrons can't be colored," electrical engineers are fond of saying,
meaning that electricity cannot be traced once it is injected into the grid. But the same thing is true from a consumption perspective. One kilowatt-hour of electricity from a nuclear plant is perfectly fungible with one kilowatt-hour from a coal-fired or photovoltaic plant; they all do the same amount of work. The problem is that a focus on energy systems' end products can obfuscate the other values the systems advance. For example, nuclear power plants and coal-fired plants differ in both their actual externalities (e.g., air pollution or water consumption or waste storage and treatment) and in the short- and long-term risks they impose. To the extent that the same focus on end products rather than overall context occurs in policy, a similar distortion can manifest in how we think about energy. In choosing to democratize its energy system post-Fukushima, for instance, Germany may have foregone key values (such as baseload stability and no greenhouse gas emissions) that nuclear power can promote—just as Japan, until March 11, masked or ignored the technology's risk to human health and the environment for the sake of a stable, abundant, made-at-home electricity supply.

D. Implications: Nuclear Energy Post-Fukushima

The tensions of energy policy are not easily resolved, and arguably are not even resolvable. Energy is so critical to the very way in which modern society functions, it is inevitable that conflicts will arise over how it should be used, and over the ways in which policy seeks to promote and shape its use. For modern nations, particularly industrialized nations, energy is lifeblood. The energy policy that is used to ensure the availability, and delivery, of this resource, then, also is fundamental.

At the same time, the lifeblood of energy carries with it many risks. These risks are manifold, and are not just environmental but economic and social as well. The immediate loss of an energy source has the potential to cast just as many ripples throughout a nation's economy as might an energy disaster through the eco- and biological systems on which societies rely.

Fukushima demonstrated this in every way. The disaster's effects on Japan have been heavily economic and social as well as environmental. The tens of thousands who have been relocated from the prefecture may have avoided long-term radiation impacts from
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the meltdowns, but they feel the disaster's aftereffects on a daily basis.

Moreover, the shadow that Fukushima has cast on global energy policy is undeniably significant. This observation is plain for countries that chose to abandon nuclear power in Fukushima's wake, but it is equally clear, if less obvious, for those that decided to maintain or even expand use of nuclear energy following the disaster. Even those jurisdictions paused, reassessed, and recalibrated their policies to adjust to the Fukushima disaster. Fukushima, then, also made clear the global interconnectedness of energy systems and energy policy systems. The immediate environmental effects of the disaster radiated through the Japanese countryside, but the aftershocks of this one facility's demise spread across the globe.

Inevitably, every energy industry operates in a policy context that is inherently elastic, murky, and evolutionary. The very nature of energy policy, with its conflicting values and multiple tensions, makes this the case. When a government chooses to reshape a policy in one way, it by definition influences the overall shape and composition of the policy in other ways as well. That is, the energy system, and the energy law and policy systems that govern it, are intricately complex. They are, moreover, interlinked and interrelated. As complexity theory would suggest, a change in one part of one of these systems inevitably will influence the others—and how those changes play out should be expected to differ from one context to another. Thus, for example, when technology changes, or new ones emerge, or the costs or risks of those already in use are made clear, policies likewise have to adapt. Policymakers are responsible for this uneasy task, a task that requires balancing multiple factors, interests, objectives, and values. Disasters only make the calculus more complex—both for the regulators and the regulated.

In Fukushima's shadow, the nuclear industry faces this reality directly. Perhaps the specific reaction of any given nation to this disaster could not be predicted, but the overall breadth of countries' reactions might, in retrospect, be hardly surprising. This is what complexity theory would predict. In systems as complex as energy and energy policy, panarchy—as manifested in the idea that responses will vary depending on their context, including space, time, and socio-political culture—reigns. It certainly did post-Fukushima. Not one but three responsive paths emerged, and the details of how different nations followed those paths varied from one jurisdiction to the next.

Moreover, the global response to Fukushima also highlighted core tensions within energy policy more broadly and nuclear energy
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policy more specifically—tensions that cross borders and that are not bound by technology type. The fact that some countries chose to abdicate nuclear power, or stop exploring its possible use, reflects the need to use regulation to influence markets if an energy policy aims for a specific outcome or direction. It also may highlight the preference of many policymakers for market outcomes; nuclear power, indeed, often is criticized as possible only with heavy governmental support. Likewise, the fact that many nations chose to either continue to use, or even to expand, their nuclear energy use after a disaster as severe as Fukushima shows the heavy influence of path dependence on energy policy. Once a nation becomes reliant on any resource, switching is not simple. Finally, Fukushima exposed a wide variety of conflicting values embedded within energy policy, often at the same time, whether that is Germany’s emphasis on energy democracy and participation, the United States’ strong desire for cheap prices and reliable supplies, or China’s exponential energy demands for industrial growth.

The nuclear energy industry, of course, arguably rests on shakier ground post-Fukushima than it did before the disaster. Gone are the days when commentators, policymakers, and others trumpeted the impending nuclear renaissance. At the same time, nuclear power appears on the rebound. Reactors are being added to the global fleet, it remains a key resource in some of the world’s most influential nations, and the need for climate change mitigation continues to present a possible opportunity for the industry’s growth. Overall, the policies adopted by nations in response to the Fukushima disaster also reflect these realities, even if a minority of nations has stricken nuclear energy from their electricity policy portfolios. As nuclear power approaches its sixth decade of use, then, it appears to have earned a reliable toehold in the global energy and energy policy systems—even in the aftermath of Fukushima Daiichi, or at least until another disaster of its magnitude occurs.

V. CONCLUSION

Disasters such as Fukushima cannot be overlooked, or underestimated. Undeniably, they call not just for humanitarian aid but also legal response, and legal structures that support restitution of damaged areas and the people in them. What the reaction to Fukushima shows, however, is that how legal and policy systems change in response to disasters cannot necessarily be expected to be uniform. Just as disasters are complex, so too are the legal, industrial, and policy systems that allow for them to occur in the first instance—and that respond once they take place. Such systems are more like living organisms than raw materials ready for external manipulation: they adapt and evolve, and seek to protect their own
interests. For systems as complex as energy and energy policy, which reflect many values and promote just as many goals, a single disaster certainly may have influence, but is unlikely to effect a global sea change by itself. Even where the shadow cast is wide and dark, light may come again, once the disaster finally ends.